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Introduction 
 
This report was developed in order to share the findings of an exploratory project designed to 
test assumptions about a growing demand for local produce in the Capital Region.  The mission 
of the Capital Region Food and Agriculture Initiatives Roundtable (CRFAIR) is to mobilize and 
connect efforts to develop a healthy and sustainable food system.  A key element of this work is 
to encourage the growth and vibrancy of the local food economy.    The findings of this 
exploratory will inform our work and provide direction for coordination of collective action.  We 
also hope that it will be useful to the local farm community in looking at their business 
opportunities. 
 
Here in the Capital Region, we have seen an increase by retailers in marketing promotions that 
feature local produce, as well as significant public attention around local food.    CRFAIR wants 
to learn more about local demand and test our assumptions around a perceived increase in 
local demand.  What current opportunities exist for local producers in growing or emerging 
markets to increase their sales?  We also wanted to hear about challenges that might be 
barriers to taking advantage of these growing markets for local food, and opportunities to work 
collaboratively to overcome them.   
 
We know that there is indeed a growth in the agri-food sector across Canada and in BC: 
 
There are major signs of growth and revitalization in the agri-food sector...after a long period 
of decline.  Canada-wide growth in agri-food sales was 11.2% nationally, and 4% in BC in 
2011i.   
 
We undertook this exploratory study to better understand what is being experienced 
specifically in the Capital Region.  Through reviewing the report you will see that there are 
indeed strong indicators of an increasing demand for local food through a variety of different 
market channels.  You will also see that there are challenges for the average farm 
(predominantly small farms)  in the region to sell into these markets. We generally heard that 
the ability to buy larger quantities with quality and consistency of supply is needed and that to 
be able to achieve this, growers need to work together.  We were somewhat surprised to learn 
however, that many buyers are very motivated and are willing to go the extra mile to work with 
individual growers, especially for staple products and shoulder (early spring and later fall) 
season crops, to be able to access more local food.    
 
We hope that you will find this report useful, and welcome further discussion and work as we 
dig deeper into the opportunities and challenges presented. 
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Background 
 
At the Farmer2Farmer Conference 2015 (farmer2farmer.ca)  we discussed increasing the 
amount of market share being taken by local producers.  Currently depending on product type, 
we only produce about 5% of what is consumed in the region.  The vast majority of farmer’s 
primary marketing method is through farm gate sales, farmers markets and direct to customer 
networks.  We heard a strong message from regional farmers who were in attendance that they 
would indeed like to increase the amount of produce they were growing to capture more of the 
market share.  We began to dig into what it would take to do this and found many challenges.  
It became clear that alongside access to land, capital and labour, and competition with global 
food market prices; that many needed to have more confidence that there was indeed an 
increasing demand for local produce.  They wanted to know if there would be adequate return 
on any investment to scale up their operations.  This was one impetus for the study.  Was there 
indeed an increasing demand for local products?   
 
Over the past few years we have also heard a lot about increasing demand for local fresh 
produce.  Not only have we seen communities organizing and developing new neighborhood 
farmers markets (three new markets have developed in the last few years -Oaklands, Esquimalt 
and Fernwood), we had also heard of a growing interest within schools through their 
Farm2School programs (school meals and salad bars) to access local fresh produce.  FoodShare 
a newly establish network of emergency food providers also set a goal in 2014 to increase the 
flow of fresh produce by 30% into their food programs.  Many of these agencies also supported 
accessing more local food as part of this goal.  Institutional purchasing was another area that 
we were seeing an interest, and a new pilot was established on the North Island that is pairing a 
senior’s care home and St. Joseph Hospital with local farms.  We also have seen a very active 
Island Chef Collaborative and restaurants and caterers supporting local food production and 
heard from a number of independent grocers that they were looking for more local suppliers.  
It was also clear from promotional materials and television commercials that the bigger 
retailers were touting local food.   
 
Through reviewing Statistics Canada data it is difficult to get a clear picture on demand and how 
it is impacting farms.  On the one hand we see general trends of increases in areas under 
production for fruits, berries and nuts, vegetables and most livestock.  We also saw an increase 
in the number of farms and general area under production across the region.  However, we do 
not see a corresponding rise in farm receipts.   This is an important part of the puzzle that we 
also heard a lot about from the farm community.  Farmers need to make a decent living, and as 
we look at new markets and expanding production to meet the demand, we must consider how 
farmers can ensure that the new market opportunities are achieving returns for the farmers.  
Although we have some larger farms in the region that already supply the larger retailers, the 
majority of our farms are small, with most between 10 and 20 acres. The sales from these farms 
are mainly “direct” to consumer at the farm gate and through farmers markets or Community 
Supported Agriculture (CSA) Box Programs to ensure most of the profit stays in the farmer’s 
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pocket.   As we look at new markets and potentially selling through the value chain,  a big 
concern of the farm community is that they receive adequate prices for their efforts.  This will 
be discussed throughout the report and summarized in the Challenges and Opportunities 
section. 
 
 For the exploratory we focused our efforts at looking at markets that would be most easily 
accessed by the smaller farms or through farm collaboration.  We know that larger retailers are 
also interested in accessing more local, however they tend to utilize BC as their definition of 
local.  They also primarily buy from wholesalers and large scale farmers.  Our main focus for the 
exploratory was looking at markets that might be better served by the majority of our farms in 
the region.   We wanted to look at emerging markets that where there may be the ability to sell 
at higher prices or in smaller quantities that are better suited to current capacity, or where we 
could support capacity development through collaboration.  
 
The emerging markets that CRFAIR identified in the Capital Region for this exploratory 
include: new and current small and independent retailers, school programs, emergency 
programs, food services, processors, and institutions.   
 
An important consideration of the ability of farms to meet demand in these markets is the 
quality, consistency and quantity of supply.   With an increase in production a convenient cost 
effective distribution system from farmer to retailer would be integral in getting produce to 
market in an efficient fashion.   If we are looking to increase sales (and therefore production) 
for these markets we also heard that it would be important to explore existing and potential 
distribution models that would be economically viable for farmers, market purchasers and 
consumers. 
 

The Exploratory Process and Findings Report 
 
The Fresh and Local Report provides an overview of the findings from the conversations held 
with the participants from different actors in the local food economy to ground truth the 
perception that local produce is in demand and to identify the current challenges of procuring 
and selling local produce into emerging markets.  The study is qualitative in nature, and is 
meant to test assumptions and reveal themes that may provide light into work going forward. It 
is not meant to be an in depth study nor meant to provide business development advice.  This 
exploratory has provided much fodder for further discussion, as well as provided some 
directions for undertaking more in depth study and research. 
 
Between March and June of 2015 a series of interviews were held with retail store purchasers, 
wholesale distributors, food processors, caterers, and farmers.  We also conducted a parallel 
study of school based local food purchasing (Fresh and Local: Exploring Opportunities in 
Schools), as well as had discussions with the FoodShare Network and Mustard Seed in regards 
to emergency food provision.  In respect to opportunities related to institutions we looked at 
the work of the Comox Valley FEED project.  We also held a small focus group with farmers to 
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provide the findings for their feedback on the information and the implications they saw for 
their farm businesses.  We also discussed how we might share this report with the farm 
community.  
 
The report is organized by sections.  Section one provides an overview of potential marketing 
areas for farmers and provides a summary chart of opportunities and challenges. In the 
appendices there is also a summary chart of the key retailers and their procurement interests 
and methods in the appendices.   Section two looks at a number of current farm produce 
distribution models as well as a few operations or partnerships that are increasing local food 
supply into the market in our region and that have been developed to support farms to move 
beyond direct sales.  As farm aggregation was seen as a key factor in growing into and supplying 
some of the market opportunities, section three looks at some models for Farm aggregation 
and specifically looks at a number of models:  The Distribution Alliance, Cow Co-op, and The 
Farm Produce Center.   
 
The final section of the report provides the conclusions of the exploratory and some of the 
opportunities and challenges that we heard about.  This section also provides some initial 
thoughts and feedback from the farm community in relation to the findings and how we may 
communicate the findings as well as integrate them into different forums so that we can 
continue the conversation and work going forward 
 
We look forward to hearing your thoughts and ideas (lgeggie@telus.net). 
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Section One:  Overview of Market Areas  
 
The markets identified for the study included small and midsize retailers, new retailers, 
wholesalers, institutions, school programs, and emergency food programs.  Interviews were 
conducted with individuals involved in these sectors.  In the course of the interview information 
on restaurants and caterers and small scale food processors was also gleaned and included in 
this report. 

Retail Markets 
 
Considering the scale of the farms in our region and the volumes required by large chain 
grocery stores we focused our efforts in the retail sector to small and mid-size retailers.  In this 
study we had conversations with two small and three mid-size retailers and one online retailer 
in our region.   One mid-size retailer and the online retailer sold mainly produce while the 
others sold groceries as well.  Attempts were made to reach the produce manager for the new 
Whole Foods Victoria, as we see some opportunities there from initial conversations with their 
“Forager”, however they do not have a local person in place yet and their Vancouver Head 
Office did not respond to our invitation to participate. 
 
All of those contacted have seen a definite rise in the demand for local produce over the past 
two years.   One retailer called it a massive increase in demand. In many cases providing local is 
now a part of their marketing plan.   In all cases local meant Vancouver Island but could extend 
to BC.  While some of these retailers buy from wholesalers all of them wanted to buy from local 
farms.  It was clear that the local farm identity matters to them and that attempts were made 
to ensure the farm name was associated with the product. 
 
All the retailers in the study work with many different farms and have been building 
relationships over the years.  For the most part farmers call, email or text  the produce manager 
when a crop is ready and work out a price in conjunction with the retailer for the product at 
that time.  When a product is in season they “spread the love around” and order from one 
farmer one week and another the next week.    
 
In the case of the online retailer who had a box program farmers are encourage to ‘grow for the 
market’.  Crop planning is done in the spring.  Farmers indicate they will grow for the program 
and the produce manager agrees to purchase the crop when it is ready.  They are also open to 
hearing from farmers during the season.  Attached in the appendices is a list of how to reach 
individual retailers in this study and what they are looking to procure. 
 
Pricing was seen as the main challenge in purchasing more local foods.  For the grocers (sell 
produce plus groceries) produce is not an item that generates a lot of income for the business.  
However customers are drawn into the store to find local produce!  Produce prices are used to 
get people into the store to purchase other items.  They told us that the price of produce needs 
to look ‘good’ in order to attract shoppers.  Price image is important in drawing consumers as 
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they compare stores, and this can be a challenge if you want to support local farms. For those 
stores where produce is their main business the cost paid to farmers of any product is set by 
what the market will bear that week.  This is determined by comparing the wholesalers’ price 
lists from the mainland.  If prices are cheap in the global market and local farmers cannot 
compete they choose to not grow the crop.  This is also a factor in the negotiation of price paid 
to the farmer as retailers want to encourage local farmers.  While a standard markup is 
attempted for all purchases a lot of massaging of prices is required to make it acceptable to the 
consumer.  The threshold for how much you can charge is different in a retail store than at a 
farmers market.   
 
Retailers told us that customers are willing to pay a bit more for local and more again for 
unsprayed or certified organic.  Crops grown for distribution in the early spring and late fall 
when supplies are limited garner a better price to the farmer, as do specialty crops.  They also 
told us that it is common for customers to confuse local and organic and assume local is 
organic.  Retailers themselves are not familiar with the difference between unsprayed and 
certified organic with the exception of those who specialize in organic.  While this is not a part 
of this study we can guess that both retailers and consumers need more information on the 
differences and the relationship to cost of production.   Current labelling standards and 
practices in regards to natural, unsprayed, organic, and local often seem to be murky.    
 
New produce managers and new stores often find it difficult to find farmers.  Who is out 
there?  What do they have?  When will they have it?   
 
Produce shortages from the retail sector include crops that are ready for sale in the late fall and 
early spring.   Staple crops are always in demand but pricing is low: brassicas, celery, and root 
crops.  The retailers enjoy the direct relationship with the farmer.  While it is not easy to work 
with so many farmers each week all the retailers interviewed had concerns that an aggregator 
with a markup would make the prices increase and this may result in prices too high to sell at 
the retail level.  However, if farms grow higher volumes and have efficiencies the prices may 
reflect this, they also said that the time saving benefits of making just one call to see what was 
available and paying a single invoice each would be a small plus.    
 
In the retail environment while seconds can garner better prices for customers it needs to be 
balanced with the overall quality of the product.  They cannot sacrifice quality for price.   One 
retailer indicates that their customers like lower price point and so misfits are offered.   
 
Conclusions 
Retailers let us know that consumer demand is driving the local foods market, and demand is 
rising exponentially.  In fact, retailers are using the draw of local produce to entice customers 
into their store.  Customers are now more educated about local food and buy local programs 
seem to be working. This success indicates that customers can be educated to understand food 
growing methods and to be more discerning around what local really means.  This is pushing 
the retailers to become more informed and provide more information.   
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We learned that established retailers have built relationships over the years with local farmers, 
but new managers and new businesses find it hard to find farmers and produce.  There is work 
that could be done to provide more information to retailers about local produce availability.   
 
Price is the most significant challenge for retailers and generally they feel they can only go so 
far without inhibiting sales.  The standard wholesale margin of 35% would be too much, so they 
often have lower margins on local produce. They perceived the cost saving when working with 
an aggregator may not be enough to mitigate the potential resulting increase in price.  
However, they all need more local produce and recognized the need and value of an 
aggregator.  Another concern is that they don’t want to lose the connection with and the 
identity of the local farm as this is part of how they market the products so maintaining local 
farm identities would need to be part of any aggregation scheme.   
 
Finally we learned of gaps in the market for some key crops and times of years and these are 
outlined in the chart below.  It seems from what we learned that there is opportunity to grow 
for the retail sector but effective scaling up of supply will be reliant on finding efficiencies so 
that both farmer and retailer can find an acceptable price point. Farm identity will be important 
to retain and communicate.  Consumer education seems to be one of the main tools that has 
shown results and will need to be continued to garner better prices for both the retailer and 
the farmer. 
 

Opportunities  Challenges for Retailers 

Shoulder seasons (cool weather 
crops/greenhouse crops) 
Staple crops always in demand 
Misfits  
Unsprayed  
Farm identify is important 
Consumers drive the demand 

Pricing 
Staple crops margins are difficult  
Lack of consumer knowledge about 
production methods (sprayed vs. organic) 
Shortages in shoulder seasons 
New retailers or produce mangers don’t know 
what is available from what farms 

 
 

Wholesale Distributors 
 
Two produce distributors were looked at in this study.  One services institutions and grocery 
chains and the other small retailers and restaurants. Both saw a huge increase in demand for 
local from their buyers.  Local produce is the mainstay of their business.  Gaps in produce 
supply were indicated.  Consistency of supply is important so BC produce is use to replace local 
produce when production gaps or shorts occur (local was defined as Vancouver Island). 
  
Island West is a larger produce wholesaler (example 5000 to 6000 pounds of cucumbers per 
week).  Their warehouse includes a wash and pack facility as well as a processing area with 
wash and chop capacity.   They are seeing an increasing demand for local produce (Vancouver 
Island or BC) and looking in particular for more produce staples (broccoli) as opposed to 
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gourmet products.  They identified the biggest challenge is the perception that local equals 
expensive.  They currently source a lot of local produce from the Island Vegetable Co-op.  Most 
of the less than perfect produce can be used in their processing facility.  They are looking for 
quantity and consistency of supply in their purchasing.  They also look for quality and durability 
of produce (variety dependent) and hydro cooling on the farm of certain types of produce 
(lettuce and broccoli).  The biggest challenge they identify for farmers is that they would need 
to be HSACAP certified to sell to Islands West. 
 
Trigo Foods is a smaller operation (example 30 to 50 pounds of eggplant per week in season) 
currently supplying restaurants and some small retailers.  Again, we heard pricing is an issue.  
Chefs need to meet a specific cost for each menu item.   They work on an average of, for 
example $7.50 per plate,  where protein is set at $5.00 and only $2.50 is left for veggies and 
starch. Trigo identified that Chefs need more information about the seasonality of local 
produce and to better understand the benefits of supporting local. 
    
Holes in capacity are identified for the basic crops like tomatoes, carrots, onions and some less 
common varieties of potatoes.   Broccoli, Cauliflower and tomatoes are also in demand.   On 
the edges of the main growing season they are looking for most everything.  Tree fruit crops are 
in short supply from the Island but are also a different to sell in that they tend to come in all at 
once and must be sold in volume. Chefs can use the seconds in pies, etc.   In terms of planning 
with farmers Trigo works hard at selling what farmers grow and encouraging them to grow 
what chefs request.  They build relationships with a farmer and then call them first.  Trigo Foods 
donates or composts all their leftover vegetables. 
 
Conclusions 
The wholesalers are looking for more local produce, and there are gaps in supply outlined on 
the chart below.  For farmers to sell to wholesalers they need to have HSACAP certification so 
this would require some work/cost for the farms.  It seems that while the restaurant sector is 
demanding more local product that there is still work to do to education buyers on seasonal 
products.  Trigo foods is acting as a local aggregator for higher end markets but may also 
expand to serve other markets as they grow, including taking seconds and doing processing in 
the future.  Islands West requires larger volumes but has processing facilities already and would 
be a good market for seconds. Again, price continues to be a stumbling block and education a 
continued need. 

 
Opportunities  Challenges 

More produce staples 
Misfits (have processing facilities) 
Hydro cooled  on farm 
Fresh sheet 
Shoulder season vegetables 
More varietals 

Pricing is lower on staple crops 
Farms Need HSACAP certification 
Difficult to know who has what when for 
wholesalers 
Educate chef on food security and seasonality 
Standard wholesale margin will not work 
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Institutions 
 
There has been a lot of talk about institutional procurement and a shift in public policy to 
favour locally produced food.  We have seen discussion and some action by local health 
authorities, municipalities and other public sector bodies around setting targets for local food 
procurement.  The University of Victoria made significant steps forward over the last decade 
replacing many of their line items with local produce.  They were able to do this by working 
closely with farmers and distributors.  This effort was spearheaded by a champion and this 
seems to be a similar pattern where local procurement is favoured. 
 
Little has been done to determine the ability of the farm community on Vancouver Island to 
supply this market, however this past year The Comox Valley Pilot led by the Food, Environment 
and Economic Development (FEED) Comox Valley initiative (www.nic.bc.ca/FEED) is 
demonstrating that local farmers can supply produce at competitive prices to health care 
institutions for produce supply contracts.  The project identified that everything from Hospitals 
to care home have predictable food procurement needs and need a range in volumes 
depending on the size of the institution.  For this reason there seems to be more promise in 
looking at Institutions as a reasonable “step up” for farms wanting to grow beyond direct sales.  
Retail markets are much larger and cannot provide an estimate of their exact needs as they are 
tied to the nature of retail consumer demand, while institutions may have public policy 
incentives that favor local as well as have more predictable procurement needs at different 
scales depending on the institution.  Below is a description of the Feed Comox pilot as an 
example that shows us this promise (Schools are discussed in their own section below).   
 
FEED Comox Case Study 
 
The pilot project started in 2015 and included a number of institutions in the pilot:   North 
Island College Comox Valley Campus, St. Joseph’s General Hospital, and Glacier View Lodge. The 
project worked to secure contracts from the institutions to provide five locally grown crops.  
The produce in the Comox Valley Pilot included: new potatoes, carrots, onions, tomatoes and 
cucumbers.  The amounts needed are in line with what a small commercial grower can achieve.  
The products are not required to be cleaned and chopped off premise.   The crops are 
aggregated and delivered through a distribution company that holds the Canada GAP 
certification.  NIC president John Bowman says that “Farm direct models, like FEED, provide 
fresh produce to NIC and health care facilities while supporting fair prices and stable markets 
for B.C. farmersii”. 
 
Institutions have a rotating menu (usually a 4 week cycle) and a stable population so can predict 
exactly how much of any item they might need for a week, month, season or year.   
The menus in institutions (care homes in particular) tend to be more specific and a smaller 
range of produce is needed.   While hospitals in the Victoria region are generally large, care 
homes come in a variety of sizes and hence requirements.  We heard that “local champions 
inside the institution are what drive this project.  People who are passionate about fresh local 
food and understand food security are idealiii. “ 

http://www.nic.bc.ca/FEED
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Produce must be Canada Gap (Good Agricultural Practices) certified.  The aggregator can get 
the certification and vet the small farms.  Paperwork is always seen as a challenge for this type 
of arrangement however, farmers who are used to tracking crop rotation, inputs, etc., are 
already  doing what is similarly required for GAP.  If a farm is growing to certified organic 
standards and tracking what they grow and where, then they likely already meet the 
certification standards as well. 
 
One of the largest stumbling blocks for local produce sales is competitive pricing.  It seems that 
the FeedComox pilot is proving that this can be overcome.  “Competitive pricing can be secured 
locally because the 3 or 4 middlemen in the global food procurement system are taken out of 
the equation” says Sandra Hamilton, Project Lead FEED Comox Valley.  Sandra explained to us that 

different crop prices can be offered by the farmer to this type of market because they are 
growing large quantities and have a guaranteed sale.  “This is a huge time saver for the farmer 
as marketing is essentially eliminated.  No calls to restaurants and retailers and a day saved that 
might have been spent at the farmers market”.  
 
We also heard that using B grade produce can be a viable option and a great way to sell 
something that might otherwise be unsaleable.  In the Pilot,  B grade slicing tomatoes were a 
price match and acceptable to the hospital.   
 
Another advantage to this system is that farmers would be “growing to market” (contract) 
rather than growing a variety of products to sell at farm gate.   This may not appeal to all 
farmers; however having a diversification in markets is a strategy being used by farmers in 
growing their operations.  Seniors care homes look to be a good fit for a pilot in the Capital 
Region.  Quality and freshness of food is very important as residents live and eat here over a 
number of years.  
 
Conclusion 
We found that farmers with guaranteed sales are willing to increase production.  Institutions 
can provide standard requirements to make crop planning easier.  Small commercial farms or 
aggregates could be matched to specific crops and quantities.   Prices can be competitive and 
meet the needs of the institution and the needs of the farmer.  Crops can also be aggregated, 
vetted, and delivered to the institutions on a regular delivery schedule.  The aggregator could 
hold the required Canada GAP certification.  The aggregator would also have a guaranteed sale 
with the institution.  The increase in local food production for institutions is thought to 
potentially provide a more stable and predictable market for expanding supply by local 
growers.  This may also prove to be a springboard necessary for farms to grow into other 
markets. 
 
“FEED Comox Valley demonstrates local food can supply public institutions. It has the 
potential to offer stability to local farmers, making it increasingly viable for the next 
generation to continue in agriculture.” Brent Mansfield, Director of the BC Food Systems Network (Media Release May 

27, 2015). 
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Opportunities  Challenges 

Predictable contracts 
Scalable 
Up island model in place 
Grow to market model 
Shoulder season crops 
Staples from larger farms  
Clean and chop capacity in region 

Year round labour to increase supply 
Finding a champion in institutions 
Finding crops with the right price point 
Aggregate small farms to meet larger 
requirements 

 

Caterers and Restaurants 
 
One caterer Kevin Gomes at Food for Thought Catering was interview for this study.  Candace 
Thompson of Eagle Paws Farm provided more information on working with chefs. 
Due to the nature of their business caterers cannot predict how much of any item they might 
need.  However they can set a menu to source what is in season and source local produce as 
much as possible.  Kevin understands supporting local farmers is integral to the food security of 
our region.  In his experience most chefs do not make this connection.   For a caterer the price 
range of the meal is influenced by their customer so even if the chef wants to purchase local it 
cannot always happen.   So pricing is sometimes a barrier.   
 
Some farmers sell direct to restaurants as their main business.  This has been widely supported 
by the Island Chef Collaborative (ICC).  This organization has even raised funds to provide grants 
and interest free loans to local growers to increase their capacity.  Often Farmers establish 
relationships with the chefs and grow to order.  In this business model they might take their 
excess to the markets.  Local organizations are also supporting making these types of grower to 
chef relationships (such as Victoria based FED, Food Eco District). 
 
Conclusions 
The restaurant and catering markets are definitely something that has been seen as lucrative 
for local growers over the past decade. While the formula works for very motivated chefs and 
higher end restaurants or catering companies, the price point for local produce can often be a 
barrier to the broader industry.  It is seen that this market is fairly saturated at present but still 
has potential to grow in the future as consumers continue to ask for local produce.   

Schools 
 

Five schools in the region were surveyed about their local and non-local food purchasing habits 
(the results of the survey are outlined in more detail in the sister report Fresh and Local: 
Schools).  Although there is no public policy in schools to support local food purchase at 
present, we found that interest in this area is growing within the school community and there 
are champions in schools looking to integrate local products in the various school meal 
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programs.  This practice has been more widely developed in the United States and there is 
promise and learnings from the models such as the National Farm to School Network.  This 
model demonstrates the potential of revenue that could be generated through local food 
procurement. In 2012, the economic impact of Farm to School purchasing reached over $385 
million. From our study we learned that in the Capital Region, if all 94 schools who currently 
participate in the Provincial Fruit and Veggie Program purchased local food for their meal 
programs they would generate revenue of over $200,000 per year.  If these 94 schools had a 
salad bar program similar to those already operating in a few schools, they would have the 
potential of generating over $1 million dollars per year for the local food economy.  
 
This seems to be a largely untapped market that has the ability to drive new local business, at 
the same time as increase the nutritional intake of students and increase student’s food 
knowledge about where there food is coming from. Of course there are significant challenges in 
realizing this potential. 
 
Out of the five schools surveyed, we learned of many barriers; but also some strengths and 
opportunities. The key challenges we need to overcome to begin strengthening school 
purchasing and delivery of fresh local food programs are: 

1. Amount of time and limited resources for the people running the programs 

2. Lack of consistent and/or supportive School District and CUPE Policy 

3. Need for schools to work together to increase buying power  

4. Need to have consistent supply from growers 

5. Policy barriers for school based growing and food preparation activities 

6. Lack of and cost of related infrastructure (storage, washing, food preparation) 

7. Student engagement when fast food is more readily available 

8. Lack of consistency and connections with supporting community organizations 

One of the key things that we heard was the opportunity to develop a school purchasing system 
and farm produce aggregation arrangement.  Below are some of the recommendations for 
increasing local food supply in schools that came out of the 2015 study.   
1) Explore the development of a purchasing and distribution System: 

o This could be family of schools working together or more broadly across the Districts 
o Potential to develop a stronger relationship with Trigo Foods or other wholesaler for 

local food supply 
o Consider a shared inventory through the Real Meal Challenge Model 

2) Investment in Infrastructure  
o Creating food growing areas 
o Ensuring schools have cold and dry storage for bulk purchasing 
o Need for washing and food preparation facilities 

3) Policy Development 
o Supportive School District Policy 
o Supportive Union policy and collective agreements 

4) Increasing Opportunities to Build Student Engagement and Food Literacy 
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o Strengthen community partner relationships  
o Building student involvement  

 
Conclusions 
The study wanted to see what we might do to strengthen local procurement and what was 
needed to move forward.  One of the main findings of the study was that there is opportunity 
to develop an aggregation system that would support collaboration among schools. This 
aggregation system would save schools time and money, while allowing them to measure and 
track what is purchased, from whom, and for what prices.    
 
To strengthen and move forward this work, we need to develop a relationship with an 
organization that already has storage, vehicles and relationships with farmers and the local 
food system.  An organization like Trigo Food has been suggested as a good candidate. A good 
start would be to launch a test pilot between three to five schools to explore the potential this 
partnership could have to develop a regional aggregation system.  
 
If this pilot is successful generating revenue for Trigo Food and local farmers it is suggested that 
the system itself will make it easier for schools to develop salad bar, breakfast and cafeteria 
programs though making it physically easier to access fresh local food.  
 
At the same time, relationship building and policy exploration are required with regards to 
School District policy, CUPE policy and the collective agreements. Making the case for local 
procurement and also for these activities to be supported by teaching and facilities staff is 
critical to the long term success of these initiatives.  This work is happening and will need to 
continue to be done at a regional and a provincial level.  Working with partners who have 
expertise in this area such as National Farm to Cafeteria, Farm to School BC and Food Secure 
Canada will be vital to seeing success in regards to supportive policy changes.  
 
 

Opportunities  Challenges 

Shoulder seasons are when school is in 
operation 
Seconds and misfits (soups) 
Over 1 million dollars in local food revenue 
Engaging community partners that bring 
capacity 
 

Amount of time and limited resources for 

the people running the programs 

Lack of consistent and/or supportive 

School District and Union Policy 

Schools lack of coordination 

Lack of and cost of related infrastructure 

(storage, washing, food preparation) 

Student engagement when fast food is 

more readily available 
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Emergency Food Distributors 
 
 A study conducted by Elietha Bocskei, MSc RD, in 2008 found that thirty-six agencies served 
approximately 20,000 meals a week to about 17,000 people in the CRD.   Food valued at 
$3.2million was purchased or donated; with approximately 50% donated, mainly by 
corporations.  At this time 16% of the total food accessed was fresh foods, meaning that 
$250,000 was being purchased annually in the region.  Recently a shift in emergency food 
providers goals around better quality and healthier food provision has called for an increase by 
30% in fresh fruits and vegetables in their hamper and meal programs.  We wondered if this 
might prove to be a potential emerging market for local food producers. 

The Food Share Network is an innovative umbrella that enhances food security in the Capital 
Region through collaboration and cooperation among food banks, community centres, donors 
and other participating organizations.  This network is bringing together food serving 
organizations to increase efficiency and collaboration in distribution of food to vulnerable 
populations in the CRD as well as shift the model for emergency food (from traditional food 
bank transactional donations of food to people downtown, to a more integrated approach 
where physical and mental health, as well as other types of supports and services, are provided 
alongside food provision in a decentralized neighborhood based way).  The network states it is 
working to “improve the quality and suitability of food services, with increased provision of 
fresh, local and organic food”.  They are exploring centralized purchasing, food collection and 
storage.  In July of 2014 the Food Share Network released their Action Plan, with a stated goal 
to “increase the amount of fresh local food by 30%” in their services”.  

 This new goal could bode well for local growers and CRFAIR met with a number of 
organizations to discuss the potential for the local food economy. There were a number of 
strategies discussed around how to work with local farms including purchasing in bulk, post 
market pickups, and gleaning.  LifeCycles is currently undertaking a pilot project with the 
Mustard Seed to determine the amount of gleaned food that could be recovered from some 
participating farms.  This pilot will be completed in 2015. 

 At the same time another initiative was developing that may prove to have significant impact 
not only on the goal of increasing fresh fruits and vegetables to emergency food programs, but 
also to the amount of food that may be purchased from local farms.  With the support of the 
Victoria Foundation, FoodShare entered into a partnership with the Rotary Club and Thrifty 
Foods (Sobeys) called “Rotarians for Food Rescue”.  This initiative is anticipated to provide a 
significant amount of fresh foods for the network that will be recovered from food that is going 
to waste through the Thrifty’s grocery chain.  While this is will potentially increase the food flow 
to emergency food providers exponentially, it seems that it will also replace any heavy demand 
on the purchase of food from local farms.   

Conclusions 
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 There continues to be high interest to look at ways to access food from local farms for 
emergency food provision, however with the concentrated efforts to recover food through the 
Rotarians for Food Rescue Program, this may provide an avenue for the FoodShare Network to 
meet their 30% target for fresh foods.  There is still the potential to process produce for soups, 
stews etc. and this may be a prospective market for local farms seconds.  If farmers are 
interested in the potential for this market, talking to Brenda Bolton the FoodShare Coordinator 
would be recommended as a first step. 

 

Opportunities  Challenges 

Organizations have a set target to increase 
fresh fruits and vegetables  
Gleaning programs 
Seconds  

New Food Rescue project will saturate this 
demand 
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Section 2:  Current Local Product 
Distribution Models  
 
This section provides an overview of some local farm and food suppliers that sell beyond direct 
sales.  We believe that these operations have insights to share about how we may be able 
support increasing supply from farms typical to the Capital Region.    
 
When looking at the local farming scene we found a number of small scale local food 
distribution models that are proving to increase production and supply.  Both Saanich Organics 
and Haliburton Farm aggregate product from multiple producers and sell to restaurants, small 
retailers and through their own box program.  Kildara Farms has expanded to supply larger 
retailers, Sun Trio grows for the shoulder seasons, the Island Vegetable Co-op has quota and 
grows for larger markets and Longview Farm grows for wholesale market.  Level Ground 
Trading shared their expertise working with farmers in developing countries to serve and grow 
a larger market.  Finally we included some information on the Cowichan and Comox Valley 
demonstrating some promising activities up island. 
 

Saanich Organics:  Saanich Organics is a partnership between 3 farms who supply the bulk 
of the produce.  They also work with other farms to augment their supply.  The philosophy of 
the business is to set prices related to the costs of production to ensure that the farmer can 
make an adequate return.  In practice, each farmer lets Saanich Organics know the price they 
need for the crop.  As the aggregator Saanich Organics adds 15% to the farmer price to cover 
costs of marketing and distribution.   Farmers submit offers of produce on Thursday and a list is 
emailed to customers that evening.  Friday afternoon calls are made and orders taken.  
Saturday farmers are sent purchase orders for amounts needed.  Farmers prep product on their 
own farm and bring it to a centralized location.  Saanich Organics new work space now has 
doubled the cooler space and increased the packing area.  Excess produce is frozen for use later 
in the year as much as possible or donated to Our Place.   
 

Saanich Organics relies on relationships as a key to success.  Farmers meet yearly to discuss the 
season ahead of time but there is no detailed official crop planning.  As demand increases, 
everyone grows more.  Production will be increasing as one of the partners is now working on a 
larger acreage.  Sales will need to increase so marketing has been identified as a key in the 
coming seasons. 
 
Sales to small grocers are about 25% of total sales.  Price points are a challenge but Saanich 
Organics has found that there are certain crops that work for both parties.  Together they grow 
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a wide range of products from staples to specialty items.  Factors that make it work include: 
consistent communication, high quality products, seasonal products, and a diverse product line.   
 

Haliburton Community Organic Farm is a publicly-owned farm within the Agricultural 
Land Reserve (ALR). The farm was saved from development by a group of concerned citizens 
and the District of Saanich, who purchased the land for a community and educational certified 
organic farm.  The farm is 4.09 ha (approximately 9.3 acres) and is divided into 7 farm parcels.  
Haliburton farmers are already working side by side and so the next logical step was to market 
their produce as a group.  One individual took on the task of collating what the farmers had to 
offer and calling the buyers on a weekly basis.  Farmers also share the market duties taking 
turns attending the farmers markets and selling everyone’s produce.   Through our 
conversation we learned that crop production is up at Haliburton Farms.   Farmers have more 
time to spend in their field when the farm market duties are shared and marketing to the retail 
sector is done as a group.  The close physical nature of these farm businesses made the process 
much easier.  
 

Sun Trio farms:  Sun Trio is a 7 acre farm with heated greenhouses.  Their business plan 
takes advantage of the gap in supply in the shoulder seasons.  They supply early tomatoes, 
cucumbers, peppers, eggplant and more.  They also grow sprouts and wheat grass that is 
available all year round.  They have a diversified sales approach.  Sales to restaurants go 
through Saanich Organics, and they also sell to some retailers and offer a discount for 
wholesale orders.  They still sell the majority of their product direct to consumer at markets or 
at the farm store.  Mid-week sales to retailers fill the gap between Saturday markets.   They 
have a packing area for salad mix and sprouts and an Island Health certified kitchen suitable for 
processing excess.  Dennis sees the demand for local produce is increasing and a need for more 
variety and more produce on the edges of the main season as the main area of opportunity for 
growers.  The chance to sell at the Moss Street Winter Market this past winter allowed them to 
ramp up production last year to meet the potential need for winter crops.  It was a success!   
Sun Trio has made attempts to sell to larger grocers like Fairways and Saanich Co-op but 
negotiations stalled.   
 

Kildara Farms:  Kildara Farms has 18 acres under production and has been growing salad 
mix for Thrifty Foods, a large grocery chain on Vancouver Island and the lower mainland.  This is 
the main component of their farm marketing plan.  They had to ramp up their facilities to meet 
Island Health standards at considerable cost to be able to sell to this market.  They also sell to 
other retailers, at the local farmers markets, and produce a list of available produce every 
Wednesday and their customer call in orders for delivery on the weekends. 
 
A long time farmer Brian Hughes has seen the sharpest increase in demand over the last two 
years.  He sees a need for “more of everything” on the edges of the season plus staples like 
cabbage and broccoli.  Local fruit of all kinds including berries are in demand.  He noted that 
root crops tend to run out before Christmas. Kildara will be planting this year for more variety 
for the winter markets and also planting more apple trees in the orchard.   
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The cost of building the facilities to house the packing area with wash systems, spin dryers, and 
packaging areas was a considerable investment, as was meeting the Island Health Standards.    
He said that grocery chains have zero tolerance for a wilted leaf in a bag of salad so systems 
need to be exact.  With high volumes he also identified crop rotation as an ongoing challenge. 
 

The Island Vegetable Co-op consists of a number of larger conventional commercial farm 
operations on the Saanich Peninsula and a few farms on the mainland who grow potatoes.  
They hold quota for specific basic crops through the BC Vegetable Marketing Commission 
(BCVMC).   Quota is required to grow regulated crops, which are: 

 greenhouse vegetable crops including beefsteak tomatoes, tomatoes-on-the-vine, 
peppers and cucumbers;  

 processing vegetable crops including peas, beans, corn, broccoli, Brussels sprouts, 
cauliflower, and strawberries;  

 and storage crops including potatoes, carrots, rutabagas and others.  

Registered producers may market regulated commodities directly to consumers at farmer’s 
markets or from stands located on their farms.  All other products must be marketed through 
the designated agency of the BCVMC. There are four designated agencies in BC that market 
storage and/or fresh field vegetables: Lower Mainland Vegetable Distributors Inc., the Island 
Vegetable Co-operative Association, Vancouver Island Produce, and the Interior Vegetable 
Marketing Agency.  Farm quota is set based on your average production of the last five years 
(but generally in order to hold quota you need to be producing a large volume of product- i.e. 
over 5000 pounds).    The price is set for these crops based on the US supply and the current 
demand.  Much of the crops sold go to the mainland.  One of the advantages to holding quota is 
that the registered farms of the co-op  sell their quota crops first so they have a guaranteed 
sale before they start growing.  To learn more about quota grown crops see   
http://www.bcveg.com/ 
 
The Island Vegetable Coop Farm members wash, prepare and store crops on their own farm.  
Orders are aggregated on one of the farms and shipped out to distributors and retailers such as 
Thrifty Foods, Islands West, Sysco and Cold Star.  A week to 10 day supply is usually held in 
storage with the rest of the root stored in the ground.  Mitchell’s Farm (450 acres/ 100 acres in 
vegetable and berries) in Saanich is a member of the co-op and sells through them as well as 
through their on farm store.  Terry Mitchel sees the demand for local is very strong.  Challenges 
at Mitchell’s include keeping employees busy year round.  Cost of land, need for a second 
income off farm, cost of labour, food safety audits on wash lines, and record keeping for 
employees, sanitation, and  spraying are time consuming and can be challenging. 
 

Longview Farm is growing for the wholesale market.  Vantreight farm was recently sold and 
is now called Longview Farm.  Ryan Vantreight still manages the organic mixed vegetable 
production.  For the most part they wholesale their produce on the mainland and through Trigo 
Foods and Island Vegetable Co-operative.   They have seen increased demand for local organic 

http://www.bcveg.com/
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produce over the last few years.  Ryan feels the current local market is well served by local 
farmers. Originally they sold directly to retailers but prefer the wholesale model as it is a better 
size and scale for them.  Determining the types of crops to grow has been a matter of trial and 
error.  Even when a hole in the market is identified, it can be challenging to actualize the sales.  
What crops can you do in volume?  How much is too much?  Challenges he identified include 
cost of labour, with especially an increased need in organic sector for more labour.  He also said 
that the cost of equipment is also a challenge.  Longview has a reputation for having high 
quality produce and their specialty is growing for the shoulder seasons.    Longview has a 
number of large coolers and packing areas.  Moving forward they are looking at making better 
use of these facilities and there may be opportunity to collaborate with other farms. 
  

Stacey Toews at Level Ground Trading has been working with farmers in developing 
countries for many years.  In his experience listening to the needs of farmers is critical in 
creating a distribution network.   Farmers are looking for reliable pricing and consistent orders.  
Setting clear targets around timelines and volumes is important.  This also works well for the 
distributor who is going to sell the crop for a specific price.  Tying pricing to quality of product 
makes for an equitable situation for both parties. 
 

 The task for the distributor is to be able to sell the entire crop they have contracted, so crop 
planning is a key consideration from both perspectives.  The distributor will also be responsible 
for identifying or creating the demand from the consumer.  Educating with regard to fair trade 
and organic in this case with Level Ground was essential.  Over the longer term the goal is to 
increase supply.  With strong relationships between the farmer and the distributor created 
through understanding each other’s needs and following through on promises, it is easy to 
convince a grower to grow more of a crop especially as it is virtually already sold.  In some 
instances the crop can be partially paid for up front, which is a great benefit to producers with 
the seasonality of the farm business and most returns coming at the end of the season. 
 

Comox Valley-Grower Coop Formed 
Five organic farms (2 established and 3 newly created) have joined together to form a Grower's 
Cooperative. They are currently supplying the farmer's market and as production increases will 
expand to restaurants on the island.  They also have a 60 share Community Supported 
Agriculture (CSA) weekly box program.   The coop aggregates product on Amara Farm where 
there is a walk-in cooler, a wash house, and where the marketing tents and tables are stored.  

Cowichan Valley-Alderlea Farm 
John Elrich of Alderlea Farm is a grower in the Cowichan Valley.   John produces vegetables on 7 
acres and has a CSA with 100 plus members as well as sells at the Duncan Farmer Market and 
their on-farm cafe.  John feels that the direct sales market in his area is fairly saturated. For box 
programs there are now 7 or 8 CSA so it is harder to sell shares. He also noted that the Duncan 
Farm Market began in the middle of February and sales were good, as there were only three or 
four farmers there.  Later in the spring as more farmers showed up at the markets, it was 
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difficult to sell out.  John says that he would be interested in producing more if the product 
could be sold in the Victoria area. 
 

Insights gleaned from these examples:   
 

Opportunities: 
Cooperation has resulted in reaching new 
markets and higher sales 
Marketing together increases production 
through time savings 
Growing higher volumes can be more cost 
effective  
Low wholesale margin with increased 
production/efficiencies can bring successful 
sales 
Growing for specified markets increases 
production (especially if pre-sold) 
Ability to scale up to grow for larger retailer 
with adequate investment 
Quality/Health and Safety standards can be 
met 
Identified new/specific markets prove 
successful 
 Shared facilities, equipment and labour can 
grow supply 
 

Challenges: 
Need diverse product line 
Find the right sized markets 
Quality standards are very high 
Equipment costs 
Labour costs 
Finding skilled labour 
Providing year round work 
 Storage for root crops 
Crop rotation make it difficult to grow some 
crops 
Cost of processing facilities 
Costs and admin associated with workers 
Accurately determine holes in the market 
Regulations for on farm facilities can be 
onerous 
 

 

Section 3:  Aggregation 
 
Due to the size of and current production capacity of most farms in the region, we have heard a 
lot of support for the idea of farm aggregation.  Through the exploratory we uncovered some of 
the models where farm aggregation is currently in practice at different scales.  Many pointed to 
this type of arrangement either (virtual or physical) as a potential way to scale up local food 
production and to be able to sell with the quantity and consistency of supply that would satisfy 
larger markets such as larger retailer, institutional purchasers and wholesalers.  Farm produce 
aggregation can happen on one farm using existing or developing infrastructure, be done 
through a virtual market place, or it could be created separate from any one of the farm 
operations to be more of an aggregation “Food Hub”.   
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While Food Hubs are relatively new to Canada, and there are a number of initiatives underway 
to develop regional food hubs, they have a much deeper history in the United States.  There are 
many different types of food hubs but according to the US Department of Agriculture a Food 
Hub is defined as: 
 
 A regional food hub is a business or organization that actively manages the aggregation, 
distribution, and marketing of source-identified food products primarily from local and regional 
producers to strengthen their ability to satisfy wholesale, retail, and institutional demand.iv 
 
To better understand how this type of aggregation system might work in our region, we looked 
at two local food hub models and one model from Ontario that are in development.  Beyond 
understanding their ability to increase supply, we wanted to see how they work to meet the 
needs of the farming community they serve.  We found that often time Food Hubs are being 
developed to meet the requirements of small scale food distribution where there is no room for 
a standard wholesale margin.  Shared space and shared marketing make them more cost 
effective.  They come in many shapes and sizes and focus on the needs of the local farmer and 
consumer. 
 
While Food Hubs aggregate, distribute and sell to the wholesalers, retail and institutional 
markets, they can also educate and incubate farmers, retailers and processors, connect farmers 
direct to consumers, and provide additional storage and processing facilities..  Keys to success 
appear to be low capital investment on the part of the farmer, and they must show immediate 
benefit to farmers.  Some food hubs are developed with government, foundation, and 
community support to get them up and going, this removes the heavy cost of servicing a debt 
tied to the capital that it takes to develop a food hub that must be reflected in the cost to the 
farmer.  By removing the initial capital cost to establish a food hub and to include maintenance 
and management fees makes the cost to the user much more feasible and does not drive up 
the price of food.  We heard that if this approach is taken that these hubs must be universally 
accessible, and must ensure that if they are developed that they not be in competition with 
existing local businesses and resources.  We also heard that a good manager is essential.   
 
There are many models out there. Three Food Hub Models were investigated in this study: The 
Cow- Co-op in the Cowichan Valley, the Produce Alliance in Owen Sound Ontario, and the 
Produce Farm Center on Salt Spring Island BC. 
 

Cow Co-op – Farmer On-line Marketing Co-op and community infrastructure 
Cowichan Green Community research indicated that demand for local food was high.  Farmers 
market sales are increasing, and local meats are in high demand.  Their Growing Connections 
Project produced valuable information to connect farmers and retailers and supported the 
development of the Co-op.   
 
“With an increasing number of farms in the Cowichan Region, and an increasing priority to shop 
locally, strategies are needed to help connect farmers and purchasers to capitalize on market 
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opportunities. Growing Connections: a handbook for purchasers & farmers in the Cowichan 
Region is designed to help farmers and purchasers navigate the local food supply chain and 
strengthen the local food economy.” http://cowichangreencommunity.org/resource/growing-
connections/  It is available for download from their website.   
 
One of the strategies for connecting farmers with consumers was the development of the  Cow 
Co-op.  The Cow Co-op is the Cowichan's new online marketplace, connecting local food 
producers with the local purchasers who want to eat fresh, local food. This is the first initiative 
of the Cowichan Valley Co-operative Marketplace (CVCM), a non-profit community services co-
op focusing on food security. Farmers will access a central online data base (Local Food 
Marketplace) to list the produce items and the amount of each they have available. The farmers 
will set the retail price and it will include a 20% commission to the co-op (25% for non-
members).  Emails will be sent to customer member database to place orders for pickup on 
Thursdays.  This day of the week facilitates a mid-week harvest for the farmers.  The co-op will 
receive payment from the purchasers and pack and distribute orders at the pickup location 
(Cowichan Green Community facility).  The co-op will issue payment to the farmer minus the 
20% commission.  This phase will begin in June 2015.  Pickup will be at the Cowichan Green 
community offices so overhead will be minimal in the initial phase. Farmer membership in the 
co-op is $50 and a $25 annual listing fee.   
 
Seller guidelines are provided and are similar to farmers markets.  Nonmembers can sell on the 
site for a 25% commission. Purchasers can pay an optional one time membership fee of $50.00. 
Long range plans include the purchase of a refrigerated truck for farm pickup and 
transportation for farm products to Victoria markets.  Plans include supporting one farmer to 
attend the market and sell for the group.  Long term possibilities include: food waste 
redistribution, processing, institutional sales, crop planning. 
 

The Produce Alliance-Utilization of existing farm infrastructure  
 
In interviews with consumers in the Owen Sound area quality, convenience and delivery were 
identified as the highest needs of the local consumer.  This food hub incorporates online 
ordering and home delivery for their retail customers.   Dairy products are available in the 
region but will not be offered immediately due to extra storage requirements.  The plan 
includes preparing meals out of surplus produce.  They will collaborate with a chef and expect 
to eventually produce and sell to 300 customers approximately 1000 meals per month at a 
value of $5000.00.   They are not looking at a centralized food hub for their region as that 
requires intensive capital investment and this has been seen to compromises success.   Farmers 
will utilize existing farm infrastructure for storage and distribution.  Their model will be mobile 
using refrigerated shipping containers.  This season they will offer group pickup of produce 
boxes from one of the members’ farms.  They will run on their current data base system for 
home delivery and begin to prepare trial meal batches. 
 

http://cowichangreencommunity.org/resource/growing-connections/
http://cowichangreencommunity.org/resource/growing-connections/
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The Salt Spring Island Farm Produce Centre –developing a multi-use 
community food hub 
The Salt Spring Island Farm Produce Center is envisioned as a community facility where local 
farmers aggregate, package and distribute their produce and where locally grown produce can 
be processed into value added products. The Salt Spring Island Farmland Trust and the Salt 
Spring Island Agricultural Alliance are working together to oversee the development of their 
Beddis Road site. 
 

The Farm Produce Centre grew out of the Growing Up Organic Project.  Growing UP Organic is a 
project that was completed over a three year period.  Part of this project involved distribution 
of produce to restaurants, retailers and the high school.  It aggregated farm produce, and 
repacked and delivered produce on behalf of a group of farmers.  A produce availability list was 
published weekly, calls made to participating retailers and sales packed and delivered.  Over the 
three year project the customers and farmer groups remained consistent.  Findings of the pilot 
phase conclude: 

 A facility to store, repack and label product was needed 

 Pricing continually needed to be monitored  

 There was no profit in the middle and only costs could be recovered. 

 Maintaining the connecting between the farmers and the retailer was more difficult but 

essential 

 The management of Certified Organic and non-certified can be done quite easily in one 

area  

In this study Farmers and retailer decided together what the cost would be.  Farmers realized 
that they could sell for less if the volumes were higher and they saved time by not having to sell 
the product at the farmers market.  Farmers also appreciated that diversifying their markets 
made for a good business model.  This project was the basis for the work currently being done 
on SSI Farm Produce Centre. 
 
The Farm Produce Center site is owned by The Farmland Trust and so there is no cost for the 
site itself.  The plan will include: temperature controlled root cellar, dry storage, workshops, 2 
demonstration greenhouses, a honey extraction house, and a permaculture reclamation 
demonstration food forest and water collection demonstration site, and of course a food waste 
compost center.  There will also be a production processing and teaching kitchen.  Equipment 
will be available for flash freezing as well.  A need was identified from the restaurant sector for 
local frozen vegetables to be used in soups in the winter.  Facilities will also be available for 
greens washing and packaging.  The project is linked with local Community Services agency and 
will assist in feeding the people who access their programs.  Farmers and small scale food 
processors will have access to these services to prepare and store food.  The farmers can sell 
and deliver their own produce or this could be done by the Farm Produce Center.  As the zoning 
permits retail sales at the Center could be available for a winter farmers market or a pickup 
spot for a produce box program. Work on site preparation will begin in the fall of 2015.  
Currently the organizers are in a fundraising stage to make the Center plans a reality.  
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Conclusions 
 
Throughout our exploratory we heard a lot about the ability to aggregate small farm supply to 
move beyond direct sales in order to support accessing a number of other potential markets.  
We have seen farms come together through partnerships (Saanich Organics) or Co-ops 
(Courtenay or Island Vegetable Growers Co-op) where farm infrastructure is shared.  We have 
also seen efforts to develop virtual market places and regional food hubs.  All these distribution 
models looked to the needs of the local farmers, local business and the local consumers to 
develop what would work in their area.  In the three models that we highlighted in this section, 
the local community was surveyed to see what is already available in the region and how it 
could best meet the needs of the farm community.  We learned that it is important to consider 
the following in moving forward to develop aggregation capacity in the region:   

 Keep infrastructure costs to a minimum is essential to long term viability,  

 Maintain the identity of the farms involved and the connection between the farmer and 
the consumer 

 Not duplicate services and taking into account the existing services of the local business 
community.  
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Conclusions: Opportunities and 
Challenges 
 
The objective of the exploratory was to test our assumptions about a rise in demand for local 
produce.  Through our conversations we found that there are strong indications that demand 
for local products is growing!  We also learned from the conversations about the challenges and 
opportunities related to being able to meet and grow this demand.  There are opportunities in 
serving the small and mid-size retailers, small wholesalers, institutions and schools.  Due to 
major efforts and partnerships related to food recovery, the emergency food sector is less likely 
to be a market over the shorter term.  The key ingredient to success of increasing local supply is 
that expansion efforts must be profitable for farmers.  We also learned that there are many 
investments needed in the sector to support this growth.  The following section outlines a 
summary of the challenges and opportunities that we heard about through the exploratory.  
We want to thank everyone again for their contributions to this report. 
 
Demand continues to grow for local food:  Offering local produce is a big draw for retailers to 
entice customers into their stores.  A consistent supply of a quality product is identified as 
essential to the retail and wholesale markets as well as for schools and institutions.  With these 
factors in mind, there are good conditions for the development of regional aggregators to plan 
crops and broker produce sales on behalf of farmers (there are examples that are currently in 
development and also some wholesalers such as Trigo foods that could step into this space).  In 
addition some gaps in supply have been identified (basic crops and shoulder season crops) that 
growers could take initiative.  We also learned that quality and durability of produce (variety 
dependent) is important and that proper cooling and storage is essential.  In order to expand 
sales to these markets that processes such as hydro cooling of certain produce (lettuce and 
broccoli) on the farm (or at aggregation point) is necessary.   
 
Pricing remains the main challenge:  Although the demand for local food is up farm profitability 
continues to be a real challenge.  New business models are emerging but we need to continue 
to work on consumer education as well as new farm business models.  The threshold for how 
much you can charge is different in a retail store than at a farmers market.  Staple crops are in 
huge demand but do not garner as high a price as other specialty crops.  Volume sales, presold 
crops and equipment sharing could be key in making lower pricing work for smaller farms.  
Medium size commercial farms could use this volume growing of staple as a part of a diversified 
business plan. Retailers do not plan with farmers to grow specific crops rather they suggest 
farmers call them when they have an abundance of produce.  New retailers and new produce 
managers have a difficult time finding out who is growing, what they are growing and how 
much they will have.  A way to connect retailers, especially those new to the scene would be 
useful.  Selling seconds is another way to assist with the pricing issue.  Although many retailers 
however do not want seconds as quality produce is what they offer, there is a market for 
seconds with chefs, schools, and for emergency food. Some of the wholesalers also have food 
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preparation facilities that can take seconds.   Are there produce seconds available in our region 
that are not being used?   
 
The Salt Spring Island study indicated that there was only room to cover the ongoing cost of an 
aggregator, not the capital and debt servicing of the building and equipment.  Could a nonprofit 
food hub work in our region?  While the distributor’s markup needs to cover operational cost 
and farmers need to recover that cost, a markup lower than the standard wholesale 35% could 
work if the aggregator is a using a cost recovery model.  The farmers` need to consider the time 
saved that would normally need to be spent in marketing or at the farmers market as a price 
discount for the distributor.  They should also consider that they will be producing more 
produce for sale to make up for the deficit.  Cowichan Co-op is working on a 20 % commissions 
from farmers. 
 
 
Educating the consumer is still important:  Great progress has been made over the years in 
terms of educating the consumer on the value of buying regional products.  There are a host of 
organizations and champions who are contributing to this effort.  Still more needs to be done to 
increase understanding of regional food economies and build support.  In particular we need to 
continue to increase the visibility and stories about local farms in an effort to make local farm 
produce and food products a higher priority for consumer dollars.  
 
One area that needs attention in consumer education is the definition of local as well as clearer 
understanding and labelling of growing practices.  If we are looking to support our regional 
growers, the characterization of local needs to be strongly identified as Vancouver Island.   
Many retailers utilize BC as local and the majority of their products are coming from the lower 
mainland.   There is also need to educate about growing methods because a higher retail price 
can be garnered by labeling produce as “unsprayed” and this means different things to 
different people. Mounting health and environmental awareness are increasing concerns about 
growing practices.  The organic sector is growing quickly, and predictably many large 
corporations have moved into this space, most notably in California.  Local products are 
competing against these imports and new regulations restricting the use of the term “organic” 
to only produce that is certified organic will further impact this scenario.    
 
Work done over the past number of years educating the consumer of the many advantages of 
buying local is now seeing some success!  Now it is time to get deeper into educating the 
consumer about seasonality and growing methods. We need to continue to “put a face” on the 
local farm.  We heard from many corners how farm identification and visibility is really 
important to the consumer (whether they are an individual or an institution).  We need to 
continue to develop a more discerning consumer and further drive demand for Vancouver 
Island local produce.   
 
Institutions can afford to purchase local produce and may be one of the areas of greatest 
opportunity:  Farmers in Comox Valley found pricing that was competitive with global pricing.  
Institutions are a great match for small scale farms because they vary in size and they can 
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estimate their produce needs for any week, month or year.  This is what is needed in the “grow 
for market” scenario where the farmer can plan crops to meet the contract and save time 
because they do not have to market the crop.  A local food champion within an institution 
drives this change.  This emerging market is an excellent opportunity that needs more 
investigation.   In the Comox study an aggregator of produce is key.  They use an existing 
wholesale business.  Victoria has existing clean and chop facilities.  Liaisons would need to be 
made.  This could be a “grow for market” opportunity for local farmers. Local food and farm 
organizations could do some of the ground work to find institutions such as a seniors care 
facility that would be interested in such an arrangement and support a pilot to demonstrate 
what could be done.  We could look to the FeedComox program to inform the project. 
 
Retailers want local produce, but often don’t know how to find what they need:  A central list 
of available produce would assist new stores and new produce managers. Currently the Farm 
Fresh guide is available for direct sales and is useful, however there would be benefits to 
circulating a Fresh sheet to retailers outlining what is in season and where they could find 
significant quantities.  Some wholesalers provide this type of service, however most local farms 
are not working with wholesalers at present.  Again, an aggregation of product may be an 
opportunity, or an alliance with an existing distribution business. 
 
Current Gaps in the Market: From our discussions with the various interviewees, we heard that 
there are specific needs for more staple crops and shoulder season crops.  We also heard that 
there is a continued need for different varieties of vegetables and fruits for restaurants and 
some retailers. 
 
Seconds:  Small Scale Food Processors need to access reasonably price food and process it in a 
very limited amount of time.  Up to 40% of farm produce is not saleable at a retail level.  Some 
of this is of a grade that is useable by processors.   A regionally based list serve might be useful 
to match farmers with processors, as well as attending events like Get Ready Get Local, that 
brings businesses along the value chain together at industry mixers.  The most successful 
processing operations are on farm processing businesses that use their own produce and that 
of neighbors.  Processing can be an important part of the farm business plan.  Access to 
certified commercial kitchen is essential as businesses grow.  It would be useful to better 
understand the amount of grade B produce that is available.  Growers could also benefit from a 
central listing of processing kitchens and facilities that may be open to sharing or renting their 
space.  We also heard opportunities for selling seconds to School programs, to institutions, 
restaurants and to some wholesalers who have processing facilities. 
 
Growing for chefs: faces unique challenges.  It is important for farmer to understand the pricing 
model chefs work with.  Chef can use seconds in many dishes.  Chefs do not always understand 
what is actually in season at any given time.   Although there are great champions like the Island 
Chef Collaborative, more education is still needed across the board.  Chefs like specialty crops 
and unique varieties which garner higher prices for farmers. We heard that prices are better 
but competition is greater as most chefs who are established already have relationships with 
“their” farms. 
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Infrastructure is needed to grow the sector:  If we want to respond to a rising demand then we 
heard there are some specific barriers to overcome in our region: 
 

 Land access and price of land in particular are barriers to many young farmers, or 
farmers who want to expand their operations.  There is work underway to create 
opportunities on public land that could provide the ability to grow more.  Examples like 
Haliburton Farm that have allowed farmers to work together and develop their 
businesses have been successful.  These farms are also marketing together which is 
allowing them to expand their production.  We also have a lot of farmland sitting idle.  
The ability to have long term leases that make investments in these lands worthwhile is 
another area to continue to investigate and support.  

 Skilled Labour As farms grow their need for labour change.  Challenges abound with the 
seasonality of the work.  Sharing labour between different types of operations could be 
one solution.  Continued work to support farmworker housing and training is also 
needed. 

 Storage and Processing Facilities There seems to be a threshold for farms in terms of 
adequate storage and processing as they grow.  Often banding together to share 
facilities has proven to work for some farms.  Studies have shown that cold storage is a 
significant need in the region. 

 
Farm produce aggregation needs more exploration:  Although we heard that retailers are 
willing to work with individual farmers, for some of the new and growing markets for local food 
we heard that the ability to aggregate small farm supply would really move things along.  The 
major concern was the additional related costs that would then need to be reflected in the 
price of the products.  We looked into some of the developing aggregation models in the region 
and have seen the predominant approaches are to  

1) Build infrastructure on farm that is shared by partner farms 
2) Develop a community supported aggregation system where community invests 

in the infrastructure costs and the ongoing operational costs are recovered 
through sales.  

3) Work with an existing business who could offer aggregation, storage and 
distribution services 

 
One of the advantages that many saw for an aggregator is that it could facilitate crop planning 
with farmer groups and purchasers.  Then farmers would be “growing to market” be that retail, 
restaurant or institutions.  Farm business plans could include pre sold crop with minimal 
marketing expenses.  Distribution arms such as Haliburton Farm have saved farmers time by 
selling for them and facilitating sharing the duties at the farmers market.  More time in the field 
equals more production for farmers.   The farmers need to consider the time saved on sales and 
advertising and at the farmers market selling direct to consumers and consider this as the 
means to offer a volume discount to the distributor.  They should also consider that with the 
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extra time saved they will be able to produce more produce for sale to make up for the lower 
price.   
 
We heard from farmers that if they are already selling most of what they produce through 
direct sales then there is limited incentive to shift to this model as the price they will receive 
will be lower.  Understandably farm produce aggregation is not for everyone.  It is probably 
best suited to those who want to grow their operations or who are currently not meeting their 
sales targets.  It may be that many growers would continue to grow for their traditional markets 
and could put their extras or seconds into a produce pool. 
 
Aggregating means pulling farmers together around common needs.  Aggregating farms that 
are already in the same area like Haliburton or all selling a similar product (like Saanich 
Organics) can more naturally coming together.  Creating a unified group of farms without this is 
more challenging.  On Salt Spring Island farmers met with each other once a year and also met 
with the folks they sell too, to plan their Farm Produce Center.  A grower driven co-op might 
also bridge this gap.  Cow Co-op is fostering the connection between farmer and grower and so 
both are members of the co-op. 
 
One opportunity that we heard for an aggregator was specific to facilitating shoulder season 
and winter sales.  An aggregator could organize to supply current retailers and open up more 
opportunities for winter sales.  They could also provide group storage capacity for winter crops 
possibly including freezers and distribution in the off season. 
 
Keys to success of aggregation or food hub development were:  

 show immediate benefit to farmers,  

 Be an added value to the farm community and not be in competition with local 
businesses and resources.   

 Find ways to maintain the identity of the local farms 
 

More information and exploration is needed to look at the development of regionally focused 
aggregation models.  We heard that it might be useful to start with a few small pilots either 
with a specific institution or where a few crops could be chosen to begin the process of 
aggregating on a small scale and expansion of crop planning and infrastructure capacity could 
follow in line with any proven success.   
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Summary of Fresh and Local Findings 
 

 Demand continues to grow for local food  

 Pricing/farm profitability remains the main challenge   

 Educating the consumer is still important 

 Institutions may be one of the areas of greatest opportunity 

 Retailers want local produce, but often don’t know how to find what they need, 
they are using local food to bring people into the stores, and are willing to work 
with individual farmers to access more local product  

 Current Gaps in the Market: more staple crops and shoulder season crops   

 Seconds:  opportunities for selling seconds to School programs, to institutions, 
restaurants and to some wholesalers who have processing facilities 

 Growing for chefs faces unique challenges, prices are better but competition is 
greater as most chefs who are established already have relationships with “their” 
farms  

 Infrastructure is needed to grow the sector:   
o Land access  
o Skilled Labour 
o Storage and Processing  

 Farm produce aggregation is promising and the models need further exploration 
1)  build infrastructure on farm that is shared by partner farms 
2) develop a community supported aggregation system where community 

invests in the infrastructure costs and where ongoing operational costs are 
recovered through sales  

3) Work with an existing business who could offer aggregation, storage and 
distribution services 
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Farmer Feedback 
 
This report was presented to a farmer focus group in late June.  We also talked to a number of 
farmers throughout the process.  We are grateful for their insights and especially as this study 
overlapped with “go time” in the industry. 
 
The following points are discussion highlights: 

 Opportunities to look at institutional supply-seniors homes is attractive 

 Need to look at some of the key opportunities growing for market vs marketing what 
you grow-the first is attractive as long as agreements in place are secure 

 Price is a factor-farmers need to find a price point that works, knowing that they won’t 
be able to get top dollar but save time on marketing  

 Shoulder seasons-need investment to grow in shoulders (greenhouses) 

 Infrastructure and certification are concerns 

 Topics that are important to communicate to the farm community as well as incorporate 
in farm development events such as Farmer2farmer  

o Overview of findings of the Fresh and Local Study 
o Growing for the shoulder seasons 
o Growing Staples-what is in demand, how to make it cost effective 
o Selling to Schools, the essentials 
o Hubs and aggregation models and opportunities 
o Markets for your Misfits 
o Diversified Farm Business Plan 
o Selling directly to Retailers, Chefs, Wholesalers 
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Appendices 
 

Exploratory Participant’s List 

 
Thank you to all interviewees for donating their time and expertise to this study! 
 

Sandra Hamilton North Island College 

Candice Appleby Executive Director SSFPA 

Kevin Gomes at Food for Thought Catering  

Brian Hughes Kildara Farm 

Niki Strutynski, Saanich Organics 

Stacey Toews, Level Ground 

Heather Kaye, Cow Co-op 

Thorsten Arnold, the Produce Alliance 

Ryan Vantreight, Longview Farms 

Terry Mitchell, Mitchell Farms, Island Vegetable Co-op 

Denise O’Brien, Sun Trio Farms 

John Eldrich, Alderlea Farm 

Arzeena Hamir, Amara Farms 

Candace Thompson, Eagle Paws Organics 

Patricia Reichert,  The Farm Produce Center SSI 

Jennifer McKimmie, Niagara Grocery 

Scott Travers,  Red Barn 

Mike Major, Market on Yates 

Phill Lafreniere, Root Cellar 
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Cindy Meiklejohn, Ingredients 

Jeremy Caradonna, Share Organics 

Jeremy, Produce Buyer Islands West 

Marc Dugas and Bruno Trigo, Trigo Foods 

 

 
  



 

Retailer Response 
Summary 

Fresh and Local Exploratory     

Store Name  Purchasing Practices Specific Needs Organic Seconds 

Niagara Grocer  Farmers to call with weekly offerings, deliver to 
store 

winter root crops, winter greens  YES YES -juicer bar 

Whole Foods https://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/company-info/information-potential-suppliers   

 http://www.wholefoodsmarket.com/mission-values/caring-communities/local-producer-loan-program 

Red Barn- Vanalman Central warehouse will pick up larger amounts. want more farmers, demand for organic YES/NO YES juicer bar 

Red Barn - Latoria Store managers for smaller amounts want more farmers, demand for organic YES/NO  

Red Barn - Matticks Farm Store managers for smaller amounts want more farmers, demand for organic YES/NO  

Red Barn - West Saanich Store managers for smaller amounts want more farmers, demand for organic YES/NO  

Market on Yates Call Mike, deliver to store early spring, late fall crops BOTH good price & look gd 

Root Cellar Call Phill, deliver to store early spring late fall, call anytime NO  

Ingredients Call Cindi, deliver to store Deals with small aggregators in region YES ?? 

Share Organics Call or email, deliver and pickup in Cowichan 
Valley, contracts to grow for market 

more basic crops YES  

Wholesalers     

Islands West Call Jeremy, larger volumes basic crops - roots and brassicas NO  

Trigo Foods Seller application forms on website basic crops - sell to restaurants mostly BOTH  

Food For Thought Catering 
Ltd 

Call when crops are in season,  caterer - as needed for specific events- looking 
for larger amounts of a single  items 

BOTH  

      

     

 
                                                      
i
 Net Farm Income Account, Feb 23, 2012. Statistics Canada 

ii
 NIC President John Bowman, Media Release May 27, 2015. 

iii
 Interview with Sandra Hamilton, Project Lead FEED Comox Valley 
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iv

 
1

Barham, James, Debra Tropp, Kathleen Enterline, Jeff Farbman, John Fisk, and Stacia Kiraly. Regional Food Hub Resource Guide. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, Agricultural 
Marketing Service. Washington, DC. April 2012. http://dx.doi.org/10.9752/MS046.04-2012 


